
Setting S.M.A.R.T goals 
M A S T E R  P L A N N I N G  W I T H
D R .  C R Y S T A L  F R A N C I S

Our students have finished reading their donated books,

"The Master Plan" by Chris Wilson and have created their

own list of S.M.A.R.T goals with our guest Dr. Crystal

Francis. Dr. Francis is the volunteer Executive Officer for

the Maryland Alliance for Justice Reform, an experienced

mentor and life coach, a Senior Public Policy Expert, and

the founder and Chief Executive Officer of ReentryAdvisor,

LLC. We were lucky to have her as a visitor!

 

From Our S.M.A.R.T goals we were able to use our artistic

skills to create vision boards and vision pages in our

sketchbooks. These goals will keep our students on track

for designing a better life after incarceration. The vision

board will serve as a daily reminder to continue to work

hard. I hope that the students will continue in Chris's

footsteps and crush their "Master Plan" one goal at a time.

This month,
we're looking at:

S .M .A .R .T  GOALS
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We had students set personal, financial, and spiritual goals
ranging from joining the Baltimore football league to starting
an organic farm. Many of the goals included selfless acts  for
others through community based organizing and helping
children.
 

I am so proud of the ART Inside/Out students and cannot wait
to see where their work takes them.

NOT ART Inside/Out STUDENTS
A visual representation of inmates creating vision boards.

source - Arkansas Department of Corrections.
 

https://adc.arkansas.gov/facilities/facilities5.html



Examples of vision boards

https://christinekane.com/how-to-make-a-vision-board/

http://www.louisebartlett.com/new-blog/2018/2/1/a-beginners-guide-

to-creating-the-perfect-vision-board

http://www.thriveloungedc.com/blog/2017/4/19/4-things-to-do-before-

you-make-a-vision-board

Due to the restrictions, ART Inside/Out isn't able to publish the real
artwork or vision boards from our students. Please enjoy and be
inspired by these great examples found online.
 

Here are some links on how to create your own!
 

 

 

 



"It was the late ’90s, and Cross was

serving a five-year sentence for

laundering contraband for a

Nigerian drug cartel. While in

prison, she listened to motivational

speakers like Tony Robbins and Les

Brown.“They would say, ‘What do

your goals look like? Put a picture

on it,’ ” says Cross, now 37 and a

married mother of two."

 

READ MORE BELOW...

 

https://nypost.com/2015/03/14/the-

woman-whos-made-a-career-out-

of-vision-boards/

Inspirational Vision Board Story
M E E T  L U C I N D A  C R O S S



Nikia has truly created a program and an

experience that is so needed for incarcerated

men and women. She’s a beautiful person and an

amazing artist, who is truly dedicated to this

work. You can feel it, and you can tell how much

her students love her.

Visiting Patuxent Institution with Nikia Kigler

(Art Inside/Out) was such a truly transformative

experience. Nikia prepared me very well and

briefed me on what to expect.

 

The women in the class opened up to me

immediately. They had such bright spirits and

sweet personalities. Nikia and I laid out mats

and blankets for them and I led them through

Yoga Nidra. Yoga Nidra or yogic sleep is a

meditative sleep experience utilizing deep

breathing practices, visual journeying and

body scanning to rest on a cellular level. I was

surprised and grateful that the women trusted

me to lead them through this experience of

rest. I guided them through creating an inner

sanctuary or inner resource and gifted them

with aromatherapy sachets that I hand crafted

with dried flowers and essential oils.

 

Stimulating the senses in this way was meant

to create new memories that activate the

parasympathetic nervous system while

allowing them to transport themselves

through visualization to experience true trust,

even in such a tumultuous environment. For

those moments we weren’t in a prison.

Afterward, we discussed my work. Nikia and I

brought in printed photos of some of my work

to share. 

ART INSIDE/OUT + YOGA NIDRA
W o r d s  f r o m  o u r  g u e s t  P h y l i c i a  G h e e



The women in class were able to delve deeply into the conceptual basis of the work.

The work brought to light how parallel our experiences can be; we shared stories

and explored the complexities of healing and self-preservation. I loved hearing their

interpretations of the work, so thoughtful and insightful. They also shared their work

with me, which was so beautiful.

 

I could tell that Nikia had really cultivated a freedom to explore their ideas in the

class. She created a safe space, and I was honestly so surprised at how quickly time

passed. I wanted more time with them. I felt connected after only one hour. I could

feel Kia’s love for them and her desire for them to have that sacred time to express

themselves creatively, freely, and uninhibited.

 

There were moments when I was reminded that some of these women may spend

the rest of their lives in prison. Leaving the prison with that in mind, seeing all of the

bars and barbed wire, while thinking about the vibrant and beautiful spirits of these

women was literally painful. Indescribable. These women were amazing! I feel so

grateful to have shared time with them and I’m so glad I was able to offer them

something beautiful that they can go back to in trying times.

 

 

- Phylicia Ghee

Interdisciplinary Visual Artist & Photographer

Website: www.phyliciaghee.com

Instagram: www.instagram.com/phyliciaghee

Twitter: www.twitter.com/phyliciaghee

A SPECIAL THANK YOU
TO OUR GUESTS

OUR STUDENTS
APPRECIATE YOU!

You have left your mark on our students.

They will forever be grateful for the few

hours that you spent encouraging them

and sharing all of your personal stories,

expertise, and wisdom.

 

Dr. Crystal Francis
Adam Stab

Phylicia Ghee



NOT A GOODBYE LETTER
T H E  W O R K  M U S T  C O N T I N U E
T O  H E L P  T H E  U N S E E N

 

The first time that I stepped into Patuxent Institution was in August of 2017. That

experience would forever change me for the better. I was invited to visit a group of

artists who were incarcerated there so that I could speak with them about being a

working artist. It would be almost exactly a year later when I would return as their

new art instructor. Seeing creatives locked up hurt me so much as a fellow artist. In

my opinion, being an artist represents a certain type of freedom. I was so moved by

the men that I decided to start up a women's program providing them with the

same opportunity to create.

 

Since the start of ART Inside/Out, I have become so close to each and every person

that I was blessed enough to teach at Patuxent. As I gained their trust, I learned

more about what it meant to be in their situation. Being in their environment taught

me much about the prison system, experiencing first hand what happens to them

daily, and sometimes suffering through rough conditions alongside of them. Along

with compassion, I learned patience, how to place my ego to the side, and to admit

how much I didn't know. The students could smell a fake person a mile away and

they made it known that they could see through any B.S. I was humbled by this and

came every week with an open mind and heart which they appreciated. But enough

about me.

 

My students are magnificent. They've grown so much each week and have so much

to share with the world, if the world will listen. Each week I was blown away at the

pure talent. There are natural colorist and painters, those who can easily create

detailed and photorealistic drawings, storytellers, masters of portraiture, and even

self taught crochet artists. I'd put many of my students up against my fellow MICA

alumni with confidence.

 

There is so much that you can learn about each individual through their art. The

students made ART Inside/Out successful. Without their trust and commitment, I

would not be able to do the work. The arts in prison is a much needed resource that

should be provided in all institutions. Art is therapeutic. It provides a way of

communicating, when words aren't enough. Art is an outlet, a pathway to the

imagination in a place where the students don't have the luxury of making many

decisions for themselves.

 



My students would tell me that they couldn't believe that I dedicated so much of my

time to them. Just showing up each week means a lot to them. Having a space to

create is a small luxury that we take for granted outside. It saddens me that our time

together has come to an end, but this is not a goodbye letter. I am happy that the

art program will continue on under new leadership.

 

There is so much more work to be done for the men and women who are constantly

forgotten about. ART Inside/Out was always intended to be a two part approach. The

first step was to help those on the inside through art programming revolved around

exploration and wellness as well as provide resources that will benefit students upon

release. The second step is to assist returning citizens with similar art exposure that

could not only provide therapeutic relief through art making and wellness activities,

but resources which could lead the creatives to jobs, housing, support groups, and

more.

 

We need help in this fight. ART Inside/Out will continue to support and partner with

other organizations who support the incarcerated population and returning citizens.

Please reach out if you have any opportunities that could help ART Inside/Out

extend it's art programming to more people. 

 

-Nikia Kigler

Founder and CEO of ART Inside/Out

Building the whole self through art in the institution
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Thank you to all of the ART Inside/Out donors and supporters.

From the start, there have been many who poured into me and

believed in my ideas even when I was still figuring it out. Due to

the nature of my work, the many hours of teaching, lesson

planning, meetings, emailing, running around, and creating went

unseen along with the artwork created by the inmates. Even so,

many of you dedicated your time and money to help us continue

to buy supplies, books, art materials, and have guests visit our

classrooms. ART Inside/Out went much further than I ever

imagined with your help. What started out as volunteering to fill

my free time became my passion.

 

I ask you to continue to give your support to artists who are

returning citizens and inmates whenever you can. If you wish to do

so, but don't know how, please contact me at

Nikiakigler@gmail.com and I will be delighted to provide advice

based on my experiences. As mentioned before, the work is far

from being done.

 

-Nikia Kigler
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